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SICSIC members reveal identities
Two seniors were
unmasked at Saturday's
basketball game.
By Laura Hoesman
REPORTER

Two of the University's most
active fans, who have spent
the past three years under the
disguises of Whoopi Goldberg
and Luciano Pavarorti, have
revealed their true identities.
Senior members of SICSIC
Brady Bourquin, who portrays
Pavarorti, and Emily Reeves, who
plays Goldberg, were unmasked
Saturday at half-time of the
women's basketball game.
As to why he decided to don the
mask and coveralls as a member
of one of the University's most
school-spirited groups, Bourquin
said, "I have a thing for plastic."
He added, "I've known about
[SICSIC since I was real little, so I
saw it as the best way I could show
how much I care for Bowling
Green, how much I enjoy being a
part of the University."
Reeves said she Joined SICSIC
to give back to the BGSU.
"I just have such a love for BG
that I knew I wanted to be a
bigger part of the whole," she
said. "It just seemed like
something so fun, and BG just
gives me so much, I just wanted
to give back."
Over the past three years,
Reeves and Bourquin say, they

have gotten themselves into
interesting sets of circumstances.
"I couldn't even describe
some of the stuff that happens
to us," Bourquin said. "We get
ourselves into situations, and we
get ourselves out of situations,
with a little help sometimes."
Reeves recalled an incident
mat occurred a few years ago
when a child nearly ruined her
anonymity.
"I almost had my mask taken
off, not by college students who
you would normally expect, but
by a little ten year old," Reeves
said. "It was pretty interesting
that I had to pretty much run
for my life to keep from spoiling
this."
Members of SICSIC, who go
behind the mask as sophomores,
are supposed to keep their
identities secret for the full three
years they are in SICSIC.
Over the past three years,
Reeves kept her famous comedienne identity a secret from everyone but two roommates, while
Bourquin admits by the time he
was unmasked, everyone except
his boss knew he was posing as
the renowned tenor.
"When I started not coming
to games, they kind of figured
it out," Bourquin said. "I was at
every game of everything my
freshman year. Sophomore year
I started not coming to stuff and
they figured it out."
When sophomores join SICSIC

they get to pick their own masks
that they will wear for the full
three years.
"He had a big smile," Bourquin
said, describing why he chose
his Pavarorti mask. "I thought
that would be a good way to
kind-of show me, in a way. I
wanted somebody happy and
not frightening because in the
past, some people have been
frightening... 1 wanted to be as
happy as I could."
"We were looking around for
quite a while, and out of the
selection they had in the store,
I just put it on, and it just felt
right," Reeves said. "It just fit, and
I just felt good in (Goldberg's]
character, so I decided to go with
that one."
Reeves and Bourquin say their
experience in SICSIC has been
better than anything else they
have done in college.
"This has been the greatest
experience of my college career,"
Reeves said. "I love the people.
They're so responsive to you, they
make you feel so good, and you
know we're there for a purpose...
It's an unbelievable experience. I
could not be luckier, really."
"I'd like to thank everybody
who has smiled and had a good
time with us over the past couple
of years, because it's been one of
the greatest opportunities I've
ever had." Bourquin said. "I've
had more fun doing this than
anything I've ever done."

TIME TO 'FESS UP: University senior and SICSIC member Brady Bourquin was unmasked Saturday along
with senior Emily Reeves. Bourquin has been parading as Luciano Pavarotti, while Reeves has been Whoopi
Goldberg tor three years.

Library cuts increase students' research time
By Audrey Weber
REPORTED

fee in order to access the service.
OhioLink is a statewide
Anticipated budget cutbacks are catalogthatcontainsmorethan40
forcing the University Libraries million books, a digital media
to discontinue hundreds of center with access to 19,000
electronic journals effective at electronic books and more than 5
the beginning of the 2005-2006 million scholarly articles through
school year. And with these cuts, electronic journals.
research efforts for many people
While the journals being
on campus may become more cut are considered low-use,
conducting research will still be
difficult.
The Ohio Library and affected said Lorraine Haricombe,
Information Network, also dean of University Libraries.
known as OhioLink, is
"It's almost a step back because
estimating a shortfall of funds what you're now doing is
between $500,000 and $1 million forcing students to spend more
and has cut subscriptions to 490 time trying to find information,"
electronic journals.
Haricombe said. "Withholding
BGSU has been a subscrib- information or withdrawing
er to OhioLink since 1992 and information is not the way to
beginning in July, all member move forward."
libraries, including the University
For undergraduate and
will be charged a membership graduate students, papers are

often assigned for classes, and projected costs and budget conelectronic journals are common- cerns in relation to these resourcly used for sources. With these es, Haricombe said. And from
cuts however, students may have these forecasts, BGSU libraries
a more difficult rime
are able to recognize
conducting research. "Withholding what will possibly
"Anytime a journal
be changed on this
is cut from OhioLink— information
particular campus.
even one—students
"Strategically, we
or
always try to make
will be adversely
with-drawing
affected," said Luke
the relevant resourcNichter, president information is es available to our
of Graduate Student not the way to users," she said.
Senate.
Engaging faculty
"All students will be move forward." members in this
affected, but graduate
process is also key
students spend more LORRAINE HARICOMBE. to keeping imporDEAN
OF
LIBRARIES
of their academic lives
tant, highly-used
in research toward a master's documents in the library.
thesis or a dissertation, or even
"We try to work with the
putting together a conference faculty to identify the resources
paper," he said.
that they need most," Haricombe
OhioLink constantly forecasts said. "We go and say 'Which of

THE CHOPPING BLOCK

these are absolutely core to your
curriculum?'"
But with different areas of
study in each department, this
sometimes makes the decision
more difficult.
"There are disagreements, but
so far die issue has been handled
well by the faculty," said lohn
I loag, chair of the department of
economics.
loumals are being cut from
almost every department across
campus, from sociology to
physics, affecting a large percentage of the campus community.
"The library is an important
part of the research process and
an integral part of an educational
institution," Hoag said. "I would
be very unhappy to see further
cuts to the library; such cuts serve

Budget cutbacks are forcing the
University to look at eliminating
services. Among these are journals including:
• Animal Science Journal
• Natural Science Journal
• Journal ot Economics
• Telecommunications Systems
• Philosophical Forum
• Economics and Politics
• Computing and Visualization
in Science
• Foundations of Chemistry
• International Journal for
Educational and Vocational
Guidance
• International Journal of Art and
Design Education
• Journal of Historical Sociology
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Local band enters mtvU sponsored competition
In the meantime, however,
Dryden is working to become betMost students have never heard ter known in Bowling Green and
of the band Dryden, but the local in their hometown of Springfield,
group is working hard to change Ohio, where they have been
performing at local venues.
that
lustin, a sophomore at the
The band recently entered a
contest sponsored by mtvU, University, asked Aaron, a senior
MTV's college campus-oriented at Wright State University, to start
television station, for the chance playing with him after Aaron
to win a record deal with Universal helped lustin record his first CD,
Records and a music video to be North South, last year. After some
aired on mtvU. Dryden, made convincing, Aaron agreed.
up of brotfiers Justin, 20, and
"It took a long time and a lot of
Aaron Russell, 22, is the only cursing to get him to play with
local band to have entered the me," Justin said.
contest, according to mtvU
Since then, they have set up a
representatives.
Web site, played at several small
"Its a long shot, but we'll see," venues and have begun to record
lustin said of the contest.
their first CD together.
Semifmalists for the contest
The brothers' music features
Aaron on the guitar, keyboard
will be announced in April.
By Allison Halco

RE PORTER

Phcto provided

BAND OF BROTHERS: Justin and Aaron Russell ot Springfield, Ohio make up the band Dryden. Between the
brothers they play guitar, keyboard, piano, and bass. Dryden has recently begun performing together.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

THURS

Snow
Shower

FOR ALL THE NEWSVIS1 WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Partly
Cloudy

High: 28'
Low: 16"

and bass, with Justin also on the
guitar, piano, vocals and bass. In
addition, the band uses a drum
machine, into which Aaron
programs original rhythms.
All of the lyrics are written by
lustin, who finds inspiration
in many places, including past
relationships.
"I like substance |in lyrics],"
lustin said. "Lyrically, I get stuff
from everywhere."
Because the band has just
begun performing together,
they're expecting a few mistakes
here and there, but, according to
Aaron, they have a certain quality
that will help them recover.
"We've got caustic wit," Aaron
said.

High: 31"
Low: 17"

t^f .

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 31'
low. 27"
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OhioLink technology threatened

ADVOCATE

•iMayKuntz BGNews

CHARITY 1AM: Last night the Victim Advocate Longevity Effort hosted a concert at Howard's Club H
The concert raised money to keep the victim advocate position on campus. Alex Merced played with
Tyler Jones along with 11 other bands. The concert went from 3 p.m. to 2 a.m.

uryden tries to increase local awareness
BAND, FROM PAGfJl

Music has played a large pan
in both of the brothers' lives
since they were very young.
When they were 5 and 8 years
old, Justin and Aaron had
their own band. Thunder and
Lightening. Since Uien, they've

"We don't want to be huge, but
it'd be nice to have a minute
following at the very least,'
Aaron said.
for more information about
trie band or to liear some oj
their songs, visit httpMwww
purevolume.com! dryden
springfieltloWmusic online.

both been members of bands
throughout their high school
and college careers.
"We just generally love music,"
Aaron said.
Because of this love, Dryden
isn't playing for the sole purpose
ofbeing rich and famous. In fact,
that's not what they want at all.

done off campus, In residence
hall rooms and in offices, without
ever having to enter the library.
no part of the academy well."
"OhioLink is trying to make
Many faculty use OhioLink
resources for class information the library accessible on your
through
the
and as teaching aids, including desktop,
Andrew Hershberger, assistant electronic journals, and that's
exactly where the cuts are being
professor of art history.
"I use OhioUnk all the time, made," Haricombe said.
This online access is a major
practically everyday," he said. "It
is a very efficient system, and I benefit and a large factor in use
by students, such as sophomore
would hate to see that go away."
Hershberger said he uses Michelle Clark.
"It's convenient to have
OhioLink in order to get students
images and books relating to art electronic journals because you
don't always have to trek to the
history and photography and is
concerned about these library library," she said.
However, this trip back to the
journal cuts.
library can be seen in a positive
Junior Carry Frey said she uses
the electronic journals more than
lightbooks, and this cut may make her . "The loss of these journals may
be detrimental for some students,
research more difficult.
"I think that we can use all Ibutl I think the library staff
the sources we can get," she would be willing to work with any
said. "There is no reason that we student who may be adversely
should be limited by leven morel affected," said Alex Wright,
president of Undergraduate
sources."
Because of the decline in Student Government
Librarians are able to help
online journals, students may
also find themselves leaving their students identify alternative
personal computers behind, and journals that students may not
have been aware of, but still
heading back into the library like
offer the information they need,
the old days, Haricombe said.
I laricombe said.
"Our students look at libraries
"It's always our wish and hope
very differently these days," she
said. "They don't think of it as a that more students will come into
store or a warehouse of books die library to avail themselves of
anymore; they're looking for the the services we offer," she said.
With die journal cuts, this trip
computers and they look for
to the library may become reality,
technology to help them."
With OhioUnk journals based and some students realize the
on the Internet, research can be importance of help available to
them.
Also, because OhioUnk funds
I -2-3 Bedroom Apart menu
are spent in conjunction wflh
individual library funds, other
From Only $470! forms of income are needed for
On selected floor plans
JOURNALS. FROM PAGE 1
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Awareness

%

National Eating Disorders
Screening Program

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

SCREENINGS OFFERED:
Tuesday, March 1st (3:00-5:00p.m.)
Wednesday, March 2nd (5:00-7:00p.m.)

Did you
know?

-FREE HEAT

Free and Confidential

n-

On Site: Wellness Connection Room 170
Sponsored by; Student Health Service. Wellness Connection, and the
Counseling Center

N

t

It is
impossible
to lick your

elbow...

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

the library.
"We always try to identify
funding opportunities and
giving opportunities so that
people can give to us," Haricombe
said. "It's a little more challenging
we don't have alumni. Fivcrybody
is our alum."
The
library
looks
to
fundraising, private donors and
grants—along with the public—
for help in funding the library
and the journals that are still in
circulation.
Making the BGSU community
aware of these cuts and of the
impact diey may haveon research
is very important according to
Haricombe.
Though the library could
negotiate with individual vendors
for some journals, Haricombe
said, it is not a step the library is
ready to make.
"We are committed to
OhioUnk at this point and will
probably stand behind OhioUnk
in cutting those resources," she
said. "We will not go behind
OhioUiik's back and try to
negotiate with the vendors."
The Qectronic Journal Center
works with the University and is
able to offer students the resources they need at a lower cost than
the University could afford on its
own, Haricombe said.
"The KJC journal cuts were
strategically targeted and based
on very low usage of the tides
across all academic disciplines,"
she said.
Editor's Note: To find out more
information on how you can help
support the library and OhioUnk,
uisil:
www.ohiolink.edu/
supportohiolink.

BGNEWS
CORRECTIONS
In Friday's feature photo
"Hard at Work" The BG News
said Student Healdi Services
Nurse Judy Miller had
submitted a letter to Ohio
Senators in a letter writing campaign. In actuality,
Miller had been passing by
the table.

419-353-7715 t?f

PROPERTIES CO.'
Extra Large Bedrooms Available!
www.preftrredpropertiesco.com

Daffodil Days
MARCH 14. 2005

The daffodil is
an early flower of spring
and a symbol of HOPE.
The American Cancer Society
is offering fresh daffodils
to raise money for cancer research,
education and patient
service programs.
500 of our neighbors use ACS.

r

Make your home at:
Piedmont
Fox Run
Mini Mall Apts.
5 HI B
"" ^T^
Updated Birchwood
Mon-Frl: 8-12 & 1-4:30
- small pets allowed
Sat: 10-2
•Triplex-small pets allowed
530 S.Maple St.
. j .u , .- ,
Bowling Green, OH
• And other locations!
419 352 9378
•
•
•
•
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(Please print all information on order form)

Donor's Name (iirst & last)
Deliver
bouquet(s) to me (donor)
Street Address
Daytime Phone
Also, Deliver to the following people on my behalf
(Be sure recipient will be In town Mar. 15)

Ten fresh daffodils
make up one bouquet.
Each bouquet can be delivered
for a minimum donation of $6.50.

Name

Please enclose your donation
with this order form.
Make checks payable to: the ACS
and mail to:

Daytime Phone

Address

City

Name

Daffodil Days,

• /of bouquets

Daytime Phone

Address

City

#ot bouquets

PO Box 27, BGSU
(campus mail).
Daytime Phone

Deadline to order is
March 2, 2005.

IMdrtu

For all orders,
please use daytime addresses
as our volunteers
are donating their time
from 9 am to 5 pm.
One attempt will be
made to deliver.

#of bouquets

Donating a bouquet anonymously to a cancer patient
or a victim's family, $6.50
Donating $
to ACS.
$6.50 per bouquet payable to American
Cancer Society.
Amount enclosed: $
OR
Charge my BGSU Bursar Account: POO

Thank you!
VOLUNTEERS
Alpha Omicron Pi. Phi Mu Alpha Sintonia, Alpha Phi
Omega. Graduate Communication Assoc, Honors
Student Assoc, Society for News Design,

City

American
Cancer
Society ,'

i

Please note: We cannot take orders for
outside of Wood County.
pdffodil Days

campus- 372-8725

J
A
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FILM EXAMINES HIV/AIDS ISSUES
The Human Rights Monday Night Film Festival
presents "State of Denial: AIDS in South Africa and
the Right to Health." The film will run from 6 - 8 p.m.
tonight in the Union Theatre, room 206. Admission is
free and open to the public.

www.bgnews.com/campus

CAMPUS

Scientists: Harvard Presidents remarks may bear truth
Iinda S. Gottfredson, a psycholodiscuss them.
On one side are those who gist at the University of Delaware.
In recent years, scientists have
Harvard University President believe the sexes are equal enough
Lawrence
Summers
has in their intellectual abilities that found that male and female
suffered
acrimonious any biological difference between brains are wired differently from
condemnation,
and
may them is vastly outweighed by one another, due to the role of
have jeopardized his job, social pressures and discrimi- testosterone and other male horfor suggesting that the nation that discourage girls and mones during gestation. Brains
underrepresentation of women women from pursuing science growing under the influence of
male hormones
in engineering and some and engineering
are slightly larger
"When people
scientific
fields
may
"There
are
lots
and have denser
'biology,'
be
due
in
part
to hear
concentrations of
and lots of
inherent differences in the they think there's
neurons in some
nothing you can
intellectual abilities of the sexes.
studies
that
regions.
do about it," said
But Summers could be right.
Male brains also
Some scholars who are in loshua Aronson, a show that mens'
contain a greater
the know about the differences professorofapplied
and
womens'
proportion of gray
between men's and women's psychology at New
matter, the part of
brains are
brains believe his remarks have York University. "It's
the brain responin that context that
merit.
different."
sible for computa"Among people who do the Summers' remarks
tion, while women
research, it's not so controversial. are not helpful."
have
relatively
On the other
There are lots and lots of studies
RICHARD I. HAIER,
more white matter,
that show that mens' and women's' side are those who
UCLA PROFESSOR
which specializes
brains are different," said Richard believe that bioin making connec). Haier, a professor of psychology logical differences
in the pediatrics department of between men and women really tions between brain cells.
Brain-imaging studies suggest
the University of California I us can account for at least some
of the underrepresentation of that both sexes exploit these difAngeles medical school.
Academia has been bitterly women in engineering and some ferences to their benefit. UCLA
researchers have done brain scans
divided in recent years by the fields of science.
"I think it's an outrage that of men and women who scored
nature vs. nurture debate, and the
Harvard president's comments certain questions — that real, in the top 1 percent on the math
last month at a National Bureau of important questions — can't be section of the SAT. As they worked
Economic Research symposium raised in an academic atmosphere, on math problems, the men
squarely address aspects of that that research that's well-known relied heavily on the gray matter
dispute that are so controversial, cant be presented without some in the brain's parietal and cerebral
the opposing sides almost never son of hysterical response," said cortices. Women showed greater
By Matt Crenson

THE »S$0CI»TS[> PRtSS

getalife
(FA
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proportionately more men at the
extremely brilliant end of the IQ
scale — and the dull end as well.
So the reasoning goes like this:
l-'ields such as physics require
superb mathematical ability. Not
just above average, but really out
there.
If men do have a slight
advantage over women in
mathematical ability, as much
of the current research suggests,
and there are more men at the
extreme ends of the intelligence
spectrum, that suggests there is a
larger pool of men who can do the
heavy intellectual lifting physics ,
requires.
But is the difference really
biological, or are exceptional
girls and women intimidated by
cultural
stereotypes
and
discouraged from cultivating their
talents from an early age?
"If I had to guess, the real
reason for the lack of women in
the upper strata is that there's
a comfort zone when you walk
into a classroom and see a
certain number of people like
you," Aronson said.
Aronson and his colleagues
have shown that many of
the performance differences
between men and women, and
also between different races, can
be erased with minor adjustments that influence test takers'

confidence. Tell a group of girls
before a math exam that the
test does not detect gender
differences in mathematical
ability and their scores increase
"This
suggests
there's
something
about
the
testing
situation
itself,"
Aronson says. "If there is a
biological difference, then it's one
that's awfully easy to overcome."
Whatever
the
reason,
researchers
have
found
differences in math ability between males and females
from pre-kindergarten through
adulthood.
Vanderbilt
University
psychologists who have been
giving exceptionally bright 12- to
14-year-olds the SAT for more
than 20 years have found that
boys do exceptionally well on
the math side of the exam. In a
sample of 40,000 children who
took the test, twice as many boys
as girls scored above 500, four
times as many boys scored above
600 and 13 times as many topped
700. The sexes were equally
matched on the verbal portion of
the test, which is scored on a scale
of200to800.
That would suggest there are
differences between the sexes
in innate ability, the Vanderbilt
researchers concluded in various
scientific papers.

ONLY AT BR0NDES FORD MAUMEE!
Call Toll Free at 1-888-278-3242

t V_I_K-I\.

FOI

c OMPUTER.

It'* this year's pick lo click! Right now with any 200$ Ford Focus, you get 0% APR financing or $2,000 cash back,'
plus we give you a Dell'" Dimension"* PC with a Hat panel monitor, all-in-one printer and speakers at no extra charge."
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All Day
Student Art Education Art
Exhibition 2005
Works by the Student Art
Association, "Student Art
Education Association 2nd Annual
Art Exhibition"
Union Art Galleries
8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Annual Undergraduate Art &
Design Exhibition
A juried selection of art in all
media by freshman, sophomore
and junior students in the BGSU
School of Art.
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard
Wankleman Galleries. Fine Arts
Center
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Raffle and Safe Spring Break Kits
Bacchus/Gamma will be giving
out safe spring break kits and also
selling raffle tickets for a

basket, funds to be used for
Dance Marathon.
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Global AIDS Week ol Action Info
Table
Sponsored by American Medical
Student Association
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dance Across Europe Raffle
Sponsored by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Dance Marathon Mugs Sale
Sponsored by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby
Noon -1 p.m.
Caring for Yourself While Caring for
Others A Support Group

Wood County Hospital
and the

Health Sciences Residential Community

MEDICAL
CAREERS
Open House
Tuesday, March 1
^y^ p8:00 pm. - 9:30 pm.
* ^Z^/
1104 Offenhauer West Tower

IP

activity in areas dominated by the
well-connected white matter.
"Maybe they're doing the
math using the white matter,"
Haier said. "It's not completely
unreasonable."
So men and women appear
to use their brains differently in
some situations. Does that make
any difference in how smart they
are?
The short answer is no. Average
IQ is the same among men and
women.
But it's the long answer, which
considers different kinds of
cognitive ability and speculates
about how they are distributed
among individuals in the two
sexes, that has been raised in
support of Summers' remarks.
Intelligence tests haw found
that men, on average, perform
better on spatial tasks (hat require
mentally rotating or otherwise
manipulating objects. Men also
do better on tests of mathematical
reasoning. Women tend to do better than men on tasks requiring
verbal memory and distinguishing whether objects are similar or
different. The relative strengths
even out, so on average the sexes
are of equal intelligence.
Some studies also have
suggested that the IQ distribution is more spread out among
men. If that is true, then there arc

• Introduceons
• Objective ofthe Open Houee and Everts Amende
• Top Tan Reasons Nat to Base Your Carter Chotoe on TV*
Medical Dramas
• Presentations by Penal Members
i OMettca
t Obstetrics and Oynecology
a Errwoency Medicine
■ Social Wofti / Diecrsaroe Plennarifl
■ Laboratory
• Speech Therapy
I Nursing
I Health Administration
• Quosoons and Answers
• Opportunity lor Students to Visit Specialty Tables tor eddrtionai
•nrofrmeon and sign up for HoepHei Tow

BGSU

Faculty, Graduate Students and
Staff are invited to join us for
resource information, support and
coping techniques. Bring a lunch.
Women's Center 108A Hanna Hall
7 p.m.
Black History Month Closing
Sponsored by Black Student Union
Union 308 McMaster Room
9:15 p.m.
Mr. Alpha Phi
Sponsored by Alpha Phi
Union 228 Multipurpose Room

D.II'Dlmeniion- J0Q0
• 15" Flat Panel Monitor
• Dell"Pnoio All-in-One Punter 923
• 48X Max Variable CD-ROM Drive
• Inie." Celeron' Processor al 2.4GHi
• Mic roiof I" Windows* XP Home Edition
• 40GBtt Ultra AIAyiOO 7200RPM Hard Drive
■ Dell- A21S Speakers
• J-Year At-Home Servlcettt

2O0S Ford Focus
• Outitandmq Driving Dynamics
• Mean and Green Dura tech Engine Technology
• 100,000-Mile'S-Yea' Powerttain Coverage!
• f urpoean Inspired Suspension
- Improved Braking Performance
. AM'FM wilh Available CD/MP) Player

S167x24mo. A-plan
$199 x 24 mo. General Public

,
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QUOTElINQUfllE

OPINION

"He was our Hemingway.
He was our friend.."
firkin County, Cola, Sheriff's Investigator joe DiSalvo, on author Hunter S.
Thompson, 67, who shot and killed himself last week.

W'lHi: KDITORIAI.I MJHIIIAM YOI'NG [INIVKRSITY

Seeking European help is wise
As President Bush travels overseas to heal European-American
bonds, strained or broken by the
conflict in Iraq, people on both
sides of the "pond" are wondering how this visit will improve
America's international image.
Another question, equally
probing, is why should America
seek the approval of the
European nations? Many argue
that America's relationship with
our neighbors across the Atlantic
merely
hinders America's
agenda of fixing the economy

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the U.S. should
seek Europe's help? Send an email to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post leeback on our Web site.

and protecting her own shores.
Also, America has had little or no
support in Iraq and Afghanistan
and is forced to bear the
burdens and cost by herself, so

why should Americans care if accomplish this with the help
European nations are unhappy? of other nations: nations already
The answer lies in the accustomed to democratic
president's
own
agenda: forms of government.
Admittedly, the president is
spreading democracy. The
President has stated multiple ready to go it alone if no one will
times that the goal of the United help him. Yet he also knows the
States is to counter terrorism support of allies can only further
by spreading democracy and his agenda of stopping terrorfreedom throughout the world. ism through local, constitutionWhile some may question how ally established government,
practical that goal is, few can truly the only way to protect
American soil and interests.
doubt its overall merit.
That is why the president,
However,
the
president knows it is easier to instead of tackling domestic

issues or addressing Congress
is off dining with dignitaries
and stumping for America in a
foreign land.
He's counting on these
nations' support while eyeing
growing problems in North
Korea, Palestine, Iran and other
areas. He's appealing to historic
ties of friendship and future
plans to overcome present discontent and difficulties. America
may be able to do it alone, but
in the President's words, it can
definitely be done with help.

"As time goes by, we must never
forget our shared achievement,"
Bush said at a speech in Brussels.
"Our relationship is founded on
more than nostalgia. In a new
century, the alliance of Europe
and North America is the main
pillar of our security.
"Our
strong
friendship
is essential to peace and
prosperity across the globe,
and no temporary debate, no
passing disagreement of
governments, no power on Earth
will ever divide us."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE liberals fight for
ON THE STREET
Selecting ward
representative
is important

a student when he's on council and even more concerned
about the fact that his two vocal
supporters are people who
haven't helped or represented
students at all while on council.

I thought the BG News did
a great job profiling the three
candidates for Bowling Green
City Council in the first ward.
There were a couple things that
I found interesting in the
profiles though.
Nathan Nickens constantly
stressed that he was a student
and it was important to have a
student voice on council. He
even said, "I would hope that in
two years there will be a strong
student that'll tap me on the
shoulder and say. Nathan get
out, because if we don't have a
student on council, we're losing
that effective voice for people
in the city." Maybe we should
tape Nathan on the shoulder
today, because he graduates in
December meaning that he will
not be a student when the new
councilperson takes office in
January.
In addition, I find it a little
weird and troubling that the
two people who provided testimonials about Nathan were his
opponent and the councilperson in the second ward, both of
whom have been unsupportive
of students efforts to amend the
zoning law and both of whom
voted for the nuisance law.
Finally, Nathan talks about
the need to nominate a real
democrat. I don't care what
party someone is for city
council... 1 just want them
to represent and listen to students and I'm very concerned
about Nathan giving people the
impression that he's going to be

DANNY L0AR
JUNIOR
dloan»bgnet.bgsu.edu

Ann Coulter
not smart or
Intellectual
I really enjoyed Mr.
Johnson's comical assertion in
his article Thursday that Ann
Coulters arguments are
superior to the arguments of
liberal pundits because hers
have knowledge and general
sense of intellect.
Really? Does "We should
invade [Muslim] countries,
kill their leaders and convert
them to Christianity" sound
like a knowledgeable and
intellectual argument?
ApparenUy not, since she
was fired from the National
Review Online for this
comment. After the attacks of
9/11 she was asked if she still
believed this and her response
was "Now more than ever!"
Oh wait; maybe that great
intellectual sense was when
she said Bill Clinton put crack
pipes on the White House
Christmas tree. No, no that
couldn't be it. Perhaps when
she said women who vote
for Democrats are "not that
bright"?
Maybe it was when she
compared Bill Clinton to O.J.

Simpson? Wait, wait! It was
when she said everybody
who disagrees with the Bush
Administration were "traitors"
against the United States. No?
Maybe it was when she said
"I would like a United States
military capable of winning
wars, which would not involve
sending girls to do fighting
... I think its appalling that
|women| are in the military."
That's knowledge right there
for you.
If this hasn't been enough,
how about when she criticized
Democrats who opposed the
confirmation of Condoleeza
Rice by calling them racists?
Sounds loaded with that sense
of intellect, doesn't it?
Or the kicker, "My only
regret labout the Oklahoma
' City Bombing! was that
Timothy McVeigh didn't go to
the New York Times building."
Way to be tough on those
terrorists, Ann!
I agree with Mr. Johnson
that we should be in a society
where we can voice what we
think and truly want to say.
But thanks to Ann Coulter, a
large chunk of us (approximately 48%) can't do that
without being called unpatriotic, socialist traitors. If a
person wants '.o be conservative and listen to Ann Coulter
that is perfectly fine.
The point here is that she
is a pundit just like Michael
Moore. And, just like what
Michael Moore says, it's opinion. Just because that opinion
happens to be yours does not
make it any more knowledgeable or intellectual.
DAMIEN CLARK
dgclark@bgnet.bgsu.edu

social justice

What's your
favorite book?

IMAN WARREN
JUNIOR, SPORTS MGMNT

"Harry Potter and the
Order of the Phoenix."

il

RENEE KATZBACK
SOPHOMORE,
INTEGRATED MATH

"US Weekly"

A

KERI0NDRUS
SOPHOMORE, EDUCATION

Rape can happen to all kinds
Guest Columnist
It was Spring Break '04
— time to escape from the daily
torment of classes, roommates,
papers and stress. We left on
Saturday, eager to begin what
was sure to be the most memorable vacation of our lives. I jttle
did I know how true this statement was about to become.
I was a junior at the time
— 21, energetic, outgoing. As
a woman, you are raised to
constantly be aware of your
surroundings. Trust no one and
always travel in groups. I did

these things, despite the fact
that I never believed anything
would happen to me. I thought
these were useful precautions
for women with petite/frail bodies—just not me. I'm not like
those women; 1 boast a 6-foottall. 215-pound frame. 1 remember having a theory about rape:
"No one will rape me; I'm bigger
than most men. Who would
rape someone that was bigger
than them?" Of course I didn't
realize that it doesn't matter
how big you are if you have
more than one person to fight
— at least not until two days
after I arrived in Miami.

We were at the beach and met
up with a guy we had seen the
night before; he invited us to go
out with him and his friends. We
went to some clubs, drank some
beers, then some shots, then
some mixed drinks. We decided
to leave the first club and head
out to another. I don't remember the drive or the club. The
only thing I remember was that
when I came out of the ladies
room, I was alone with two of
the guys. I sat back down, too
drunk to be concerned, and finished my beer. I don't remember
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"The one i'm
writing.... seriously."

AT ISSUE: While Republicans continually talk of fear
and doom Democrats are working to better society
In the days that followed
November 2nd the media
DANIEL
consensus was that the
B0UDREAU
presidential election had turned
Opinion Columnist
on "values" framed within
"cultural issues." Reportedly
these issues spurred Bush votdesigned to make the American
ers to the polls. Everything from
people believe the program is
the alleged morally corrosive
facing a crisis.
effect of Hollywood to the issue
LA Times reporter Janet
of gay marriage was suggested
Hook recendy uncovered a
as decisive in the 2004 election.
1983 essay from the right-wing
Having secured another four
opinion making Cato Journal,
years through capitalizing on
entitled "Achieving a Leninist
such issues, it seems strange
Strategy," that documents the
that off-the-blocks the overridconservatives' machinations.
ing domestic objective of this
The authors of that piece call for
president is the privatization of
"guerrilla warfare against both
Social Security, the dominant
the current Social Security
source of income for most
system and the coalition that
Americans over sixty-five.
Is this what the "values voters" supports it," and for "mobilizing
the various coalitions that stand
voted for?
Using the precise definition of to benefit from the change....
The business community and
"tragedy,"lyou know, when it is
someone's own hubris, or idiocy, financial institutions, in particular, would be an obvious
that's ultimately responsible for
element in the constituency."
the forces that end up
Their piece goes on to cynically
devouring them), perhaps the
call for "an economic education
most tragic victims of Bush's
campaign" that "must be underreign will prove to be those
taken to demonstrate the weakworking and middle class
Americans who voted for him as nesses of the current system."
The scheme to privatize
a result of the much ballyhooed
Social Security is the product of
cultural issues.
a long-waging ideological battle
If Bush ultimately is able to
about which most voters are
run the table with his domestic
ill-informed. Right-wing
agenda, when these voters are
conservatives have spent
in their golden years, have had
many years working out the
their Social Security raided,
attack-plan; honing tactics and
and find themselves so broke,
vocabulary to use in an effort
desperate and hungry that they
to get Americans to sign their
must frequent soup-kitchens,
retirement security over to
I wonder how much comfort
corporate profiteers.
they'll take in knowing that two
And it goes on... A recently
people of the same sex aren't
leaked White House memo
allowed to get married.
penned by Peter Wehner, an
Maybe the first time they risk
aide to Karl Rove, further expostheir life cutting one of their
es their ideological ambitions:
pills in half, in order to extend a
"I don't need to tell you that
prescription they can no longer
this will be one of the most
afford, they'll take a moment to
important conservative underproudly reflect on the fact that
teenagers are no longer learning takings of modem times... it
will rank as one of the most
how to use condoms in sex-ed
significant conservative governclasses.
ing achievements ever... For
These voters bought a bill
the first time in six decades, the
of cultural-goods designed to
Social Security battle is one we
obscure the real ideological and
can win — and in doing so, we
economic objectives of the
can help transform the political
conservative right. A longand philosophical landscape of
standing goal of the right is the
the country."
destruction of governmental
One can practically hear
programs designed to help the
Wehner's excited, breathless
most vulnerable among us and
panting between those lines
Social Security has long been
Liberals, broadly speaking,
the program they are most
seek to structure governments
determined to dismantle.
that respond to the failings of
To that end conservative
societies, which they see as
pundits and well-funded think
tanks have long been at work
crafting a discourse that is
SOCIAL JUSTICE, PAGES
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Both parties need Senior's rape tale Social differences
to cooperate nicely
RAPE, FROM PAGE 4

KELSEY
SOBY

U-Wirt Columnist
Kmderbik Hustler
Vanderbik University
I'm not quite sure what led to
my spending Saturday night at
an Alison Krauss concert,
drinking Cabernet with former
NRA President Howard Pollock,
but I had an epiphany on
environmental policy.
The left-vs.-right political
distinction has unnecessarily
made a number of positions
mutually exclusive —the Sierra
Club and the National Rifle
Association never endorse the
same candidate.
The World Wildlife Fund and
timber companies don't get
along often.
What 1 teamed Saturday is
that these positions can be
reconciled in a constructive
way. Hunting groups like Ducks
Unlimited and the National
Wild Turkey Federation are
among the most effective
conservation groups.
In deep-red hunting states
like Georgia, wetlands and
habitats are being preserved
at the same time that animal
populations are growing
exponentially. Though it seems
contradictory, the passion of
hunters is more effective in
saving wildlife than society left
to its own means.
When it comes to deforestation, the World Wildlife Fund
often targets timber companies as the perpetrators. Such
charges make as much sense
as claims that oil-producing
Houston, Texas, is an environmental threat— and these
charges divert blame from the
real party at fault: the general
public.
As long as everyone in

SOCIAL JUSTICE. FROM PAGE 4

I remember the hospital in
Miami and exactly how I was
treated — the police officer
looked at me and said, "You're a
big girl, why didn't you just push
them off?" I remember wanting
to take all my aggression out on
her. I remember the donor
rolling her eyes at me when 1
told her what 1 was wearing. My
first cry for help provided me
with comments that did
nothing more than verbally rape
me when 1 was most vulnerable.
Since that time I have
continued to struggle with my
battle against sexual assault. I
have been fighting with the
detective in Miami for 11 month
now I have been turned into a
collection agency for the hospital
bills that I wasn't supposed to be
responsible for.
I struggle with self-acceptance
on a dairy basis. I wish that I
could say that this portion of
my life was done and over with
— that I have moved on and don't
think about il, worry about it or
fear that it will inevitably
consume my life.
Unfortunately 1 can't say any
of these things. This was not
the "happy ending" to the most
memorable Spring Break of my
life; rather, this was the
beginning of my personal
struggle and my promise of
advocacy so that no other
woman will ever feel as helpless,
alone and betrayed as 1 did.
Editors note: Colleen will be
speaking publicly about her
personal story and lier recovery
at BCSWs Women's Center (107
llantui Hall) on Wednesday
March 2nd at 6:30pm.

fragile and unfeeling entities
that often create unfair
disparities of opportunity and
wealth. Conservatives, again
broadly speaking, barely want
to acknowledge that we live in
societies at all: to them we are
all simply individuals
slugging our way through
nasty, brutish and short lives.
Their fervent allegiance to
markets over communities
causes them to see
governmental responses to
social problems as patently
offensive and as such they
have long resented Social
Security, the epitome of liberal
social policy.
The late Senator Paul
Wellstone, as liberal as they
come, reminded us that Social
Security "lifts 15 million
retired Americans out of

what happened after that.
I finally came back to reality
the country demands mass
and found myself in an apartamounts of paper, lives in
ment I blacked out again for a
wooden homes and refuses to
while, regained consciousness,
recycle, trees will be cut down.
and found the two guys on top of
Furthermore, most environme—one raping me orally, the
mentalists and environmental
other vaginally. To this day I wish
protectionists point out that
I could say that I fought back,
development, strip malls and
that I was able to push them off
livestock harvest are the
and run out of the room.
primary threats to our forests.
Unfortunately, my reality is
Timber harvest, if done
that I just laid there — paralyzed.
responsibly, has a fairly benign
I
couldn't
move, I couldn't talk.
effect and poses no threat to the
Minutes later, the door opened
sustainability of the forest.
and a third man came in. 1
These two parties can have
thought to myself, "Thank God.
their forest and harvest it, too.
he's going to help me." Instead
The point is there is a lot of
he wasted no time as he pushed
common ground and common his friend aside and climbed on
interest between the two sides. — I now had a third rapist. Things
In many cases, both parties
continued in this manner for
have identical goals and ends.
what seemed an eternity—two
However, each party refuses
raping me and one taking
to allow itself to see this
photographs so that they will
commonality, because it has
always remember the night.
bought into the swomOnce they were finished, I was
political-enemies ideology.
released. I grabbed my things
Most gun enthusiasts
. and ran, struggling to see
discount environmentalists as
through my tear-riddled eyes. I
hemp-smoking, Birkenstockgot outside to freedom only to
wearing, flag-burning hippies,
realize that I was in an unfamiliar
while environmentalists write
city, alone, with no cell phone. I
had no way of getting back to my
off gun owners as paranoid,
hotel, no way of calling for help
backwoods, insecure zealots.
and no idea of my location.
Such mutual exclusiveness
It was then that I realized that
is counterproductive because,
my only option was to have the
in cases where both sides have
three
men who violated me drive
similar ends in mind, there's no
me back to my hotel. I got in the
doubt more could be
car, with no idea of what would
accomplished if the sides
happen to me, and cried. I began
collaborated as counterparts
to pray for my safety as 1 put my
instead of counterbalances.
life in the hands of my rapists.
If both parties can agree to
I remember arriving at my
recognize their own agreements,
hotel and immediately taking a
solving other environmental
cab to the hospital.
problems won't seem as
impossible.
Compromise is more likely
QUICKEN LOANS MAKES IT EASY TO
in friendly, nonantagonistic
situations. Both sides' positions
PUT
IN THE
become more palatable to the
opposition when sides can see
each other as at least partially
likeminded.
WITH A CAREER AT ONE OF FORTUNE MAGAZINE'S 100
Working together, even on
BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR.
small issues like wetland
preservation for ducks, gives
us a jumping-off point for any
COME TALK TO QUICKEN LOANS
number of other dialogues.
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dl>oudre<'>"lignet. l)gsu. t'llu
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poverty along with
another one million disabled
Americans and children.
Without Social Security, half
of all senior citizens would be
living in poverty today, and for
millions of seniors it is
actually their main source of
income. While retirees and
families will lose out under
the President's private account
proposals, Wall Street firms
will haul in billions managing
individual accounts."
Take a moment to contrast
the words of Wehner and
Wellstone. One man's vision
is of ideological triumph, the
other's foregrounds the needs
of those who are far too easily
forgotten. Which side are you
on?
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THE ULTIMATE TOP IT OFF TUESDAY WfTH
KRABBY PATTY HAMBURGERS
HAWA»AN COWBOY STEAK
POLYNESIAN CHICKEN BREAST
THAI PEANUT NOODLES (VEGETARIAN)
KRISPY KELP PATTIES (VEGETARIAN)
SEA DOGS
PEANUT BUTTER JELLYFISH
JELLY FRITTERS
BUBBLE BASS FISH SUUARES
-AND MUCH MORE!
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HOCKEY: BGWINS ONE, LOSES ONE AGAINST MICHIGAN. PAGE 7

B(i SPORTS

MONDAY

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Wednesday

February 28,

al Wcslcrn Michigan, 7 p.m.

Saturday

2005

host Central Michigan, 2 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Tuesday

www.bgnews.com/sports

at Northern Illinois, 8:05 p.m.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

HOCKEY
Friday
host Michigan, 7:05 p.m.

Saturday

at Michigan. 7:35 p.m.

GYMNASTICS
Sunday
at Cal.St. Fullerton, 2 p.m.

BASEBALL
Tuesday
at Dayton, 2 p.m.

Saturday

in Bradenton, PL, 2:30 p.m.

Sunday

in Bradenton, HI., 3 p.m.

SOFTBALL
Friday through Sunday
at Worth Invitational

WOMEN'S GOLF
Friday and Saturday
at Hast/West Rio Verde Invitational

BG SPORTS
BRIEFING
Tennis wins two in
weekend matches
Toledo — Strong doubles
play led the tennis team to a
win over Xavier Sunday.
In the 6-2 win, a first-flight
loss by Susie Scheonberger and
I leidi Romer was followed with
wins by Ashley lakupcin and
lenna Nussbaum in the second
flight, Andrea Voile and Andrea
Meister in the third flight and
Laura Kokindaand Ericka Wolfe
in the fourth.
Singles wins also contributed, with Schoenberger
beating Xavier's Lauren Clary
and lakupcin going 6-2,1-6,6-2
against Kristen Clary.
The Falcons will return to
BG for a match against Dayton
March 16.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Falcons complete UT sweep
Seniors put team ahead of tradition on Senior
Day, which led BG to a 72-71 victory over UT
in last home game of the season.
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

It was a special senior day for
Bowling Green forward Kelly
Kapferer.
For starters, she and the
Bowling Green women's basketball team were playing their arch
rival, Toledo, to close out the
home portion of their season.
Also, a win would clinch at
leastashareofthe Mid-American
Conference West title.
And third, she got to sing the
national anthem.
It was basically a storybook
day for the fifth-year senior.
But add to that day a
72-71 win and a game-winning
shot and the story gets a bit
unbelievable.
But that is just what happened
for Kapferer.
With
nine
seconds
remaining andtheFalcons down
two, Kapferer took an inbound
pass from point guard Kate
Achtcr, spun to the hoop, hit the
shot and got the foul.
Kapferer then went on to hit
the free throw, win the rivalry
game and clinch a share of the
MAC West with the flick of her
wrist.
"I don't think you can ask
for a better set up," Kapferer
said. "That's something 1 never

thought could happen. It's
something you dream about
when you're young."
Kapferer's great individual play
happened after she and fellow
seniors Tene lewis and Sakima
Smith made the ulrimate team
move.
BG head coach Curt Miller
normally likes to start his seniors
on Senior Day but this game was
a little different.
"The seniors came to me
before this game. I am a
person that believes you start
your seniors on 'Senior Day.' But,
they approached me and asked
me not to change the starting
lineup," Miller said. "They said
that this game was too important, and Dial just goes to show
you what these seniors are all
about. The team and winning
a championship come over the
glory of starting in their last
home game"
Even with all the drama
working for the Falcons, the win
was not easy for BG.
The Falcons ran out ahead
of the Rockets early on and by
the 11:06 mark had a 19-9 lead.
What appeared to be another
easy home win for BG was
anything but that.
The Rockets dominated the

lohnFMtaf BGNews

PERFECT ENDING: BG senior Kelly Kapferer embraces head coach Curt Miller in the after game celebration.
Kapferer started the game by singing the National Anthem and ended it by hitting the game-winning shot.

game up until the final minute.
They led for most of the second
half and with 1:22 left maintained
a 69-63 lead. The Falcons would
use the next minute to grind that
lead down to four when forward
Liz Honegger drilled a three to
move the score to 70-69.
On the other end of the floor,
Toledo guard Crystal Young split
a pair of free throws for what

would lead to the eventual
Kapferer winner. For the Falcons,
the entire game felt like an uphill
battle.
"For the first 39 minutes,
it didn't seem like we got any
rolls," Miller said. "But the last 30
seconds we got every roll."
This fairy tale ending for the
Falcons' home season did not
come without injury.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Last second shot lifts BG past Miami
Falcons defeat MidAmerican Conference
East leaders despite
late start and delay
during the game.
ByAdamHritzak
SPORIS RtPORTER

Mawel Soler brought the hoop
down before the game and losh
Almanson brought the house
down after the buzzer.
After a Soler pre-game
warm-updunkshaneredtheglass
of the home basket, forcing a one
hour and fifteen minute delay
to the start of play. Almanson
made the remaining home crowd
grateful for their patience.
Almanson's jumper with six
seconds left in thegamepropelled
the men's basketball team to a
57-56 victory over Mid-American
Conference East Division leader
Miami.
The Falcons, who took their
first lead of the game with 1:15
remaining, had the ball with 14.9
seconds and were trailing by
one. Almanson came off a lohn
Reimold screen, caught a pass
from Cory Eyink, turned right
and drained the shot.
"Reimold set the greatest pick
I've ever seen and the shot was
wide open," said Almanson, who
led the Falcons with 16 points.
The Red Hawks, who came in
as the MAC's top defensive team
allowing 622 points per game,
were able to control the tempo
from the start. They led by as
many as 13 points in the first half
before taking a 35-27 lead to the
locker room.
BG (17-8, 10-6 MAC) kept
battling despite the intense
pressure Miami (17-8, 11-5) put
on Reimold, the MAC's leading
scorer, and Almanson, who is
third in the conference The two
combined for 12 first half points
on 6 of 17 shooting. But Steven

fc.

Wright, who had totaled just
six points in the previous three
games, got back on track at the
end of the half, scoring five points
with a steal and assist to narrow
the gap.
"The key to this game, quite
frankly, was ... when Steven
Wright made three or four really
good plays that enabled us to
get Ithe scorel within eight," said
BG head coach Dan Daltich of
Wright, who finished with 14
points on five of seven shooting.
"If he doesn't do that, if it gets to
13 or beyond, 1 don't think we win
the basketball game. | Wrightl just
really stepped up and gave us a
chance."
William Hatcher led the
Redliawks with 16 points and
had four assists, lie scored
Miami's first seven points of
the game, but struggled in the
second half as their lead began
to slip. Danny Horace, who
leads the team in scoring and
rebounding, was limited to 10
points and five rebounds.
After Wright picked up his
second foul with 14:41 left in the
first half, Dakich replaced him
with Germain Fitch, who had
not played since Ian. 29 at Ohio
and was thought to be out for
the remainder of the season.
He played just one minute, but
his presence brought life to the
crowd and team.
Solers dunk before the game
did not appear to be rough, but
the glass shattered completely
around, forcing the delay. The
hoop was ready for play after a
new backboard was attached,
but Almanson nearly brought
it down again. After a twohanded slam with 10:27 remaining, a cable broke free from the
top of the backboard, which
forced another short delay.
The Falcons head to
Kalamazoo, Mich, on Wednesday
to face Western Michigan, who is
tied with BG atop the MAC West.
Tip-off is scheduled for 7 p.m.

On a drive to the basket in
the middle of the second half,
forward Ali Mann was fouled
and came down awkwardly,
rolling her ankle. Mann
sustained a sprain and is
doubtful for the Falcons' next
game against Northern Illinois.
That game against the Huskies
is tomorrow at 7 p.m. CST in
DeKalb.

Spotlight on
Wright in
game against
Red Hawks
By Matt Hawkins
SPORTS REPORTER

lulit DIFtlnco BG News

The Bowling Green men's basketball team needed someone to
step up besides losh Almanson
and lohn Reimold if they were
to beat the best team in the MAC
— Steven Wright did just that.
Wright scored 14 points for
the Falcons in their 57-56 win
over Miami |OH| yesterday. Most
importantly, he provided the
spark needed to ignite the BG
offense just before hatftime.
"Steven Wright was phenomenal especially at the end of the
half," BG head coach Dan Dakich
said. "He was just big."
With 3:11 remaining in the
half, Miami forward Monty St.
Clair buried a three-pointer,
which gave the RedHawks their
biggest lead at 31-18. But on the
next play, Wright answered back
for the Falcons nailing a three of
his own.
After Miami guard Chet Mason
pushed the lead back up to 12
with 1:44 left. Wright collected a
pair of steals, which led to fast
break points on back to back
possessions and cut the deficit to
eight at the half.
Dakich said the plays that
Wright made just before the half
changed the entire game around
for the Falcons.
"The key to this game, quite
frankly, was the end of the first
half when Steven Wright made
three or four really good plays
that enabled us to get within
eight," Dakich said. "If he doesn't
do that, if it gets to 13 or beyond, I
don't think we win the basketball
game."
Wright's defensive intensity was contagious as BG held
Miami to just ti-of-22 shooting
from the field in the second half

RISING ABOVE: Bowling Green senior Josh Almanson lays in a basket during the first halt of yesterday's game
against Miami. Almanson had a team high 16 points and hit the game winning basket with six seconds left.
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BG clinches home ice,
splits with Michigan
By Kevin Shields
SPORTS RtPORUK

A crowd of 6,098 al Munn Ice
Arena on Saturday night saw
Michigan State notch three
third period goals to put away
the Falcons and earn a 6-3 win.
A win which earned the two
teams a split on the weekend as
BG won 2-1 at home the night
before to clinch home ice in the
playoffs for the first time since
March of 1995.
"I thought it was another
game with the same type of
intensity from last night," head
coach Scott Paluch said. "You
had two teams really battling for
a lot and it had that playoff type
feeling to it."
For BG, a win would've kept
them in front of NebraskaOmaha for fourth place as they
were playing a Spartan team
that sat in ninth, but still had an
outside chance at home ice with
a win. The Falcons now sit in a
point back in fifth place with a
record of 16-12-4 and Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
record ofl3-10-3.
Drew Miller earned first star
honors scoring two goals and
tallying two assists on the night
for MSU as he netted the gamewinner just 5:17 into the third
period which broke a 3-3 tie.
A loose puck in the crease
found Miller who tapped it in
as Jordan Sigalet failed to secure
a wrap around attempt by lim
Slater. Sigalet made the save, but
the puck came loose after it got
caught up in his arm, leaving it
right in the crease for Miller to
knock in.
Sigalet would go on to stop 30
of 35 shots he faced on the night
as the final MSU goal came with
an empty net.
The two goaltenders played
big for their teams all weekend as Dominic Vicari, much
like Sigalet did the night before,
helped his team get the upper
hand despite being out-shot by
BG 37-36 on the night. He would
stop 34 of the 37 shots to help his
team stay in the game after falling behind on two occasions.
Brett Pilkington was the first
to give the Falcons the lead on
the night as he tallied a powerplay goal at the 12:54 mark of the
first period. His shot went top
shelf on the right side of the slot
off a nice pass from James linger
to give BG an early 1-0 lead for
the second night in a row.
The power-play was clicking
pretty well for BG as they went
on to finish the night 3-for-3
on the power-play, however it
was treating the Spartans even
better as they went 5-for-ll.
Eight of the nine goals scored
on the night came with a man
advantage.
1 thought the skilled players
on the power-plays really made
some great plays," Paluch said.
"Those were some really nice
passes and just a lot of real good
plays."
Colton Fretter got the first
power-play goal on the night
for the Spartans just 1:30 after

BG Hews Flit Photo

PERFECT PASS: BG junior Brett Pilkington makes a pass in this file
photo. Pilkington scored and goal and added an assist this weekend.

Pilkington^ to tie the game up
and then Jim McKenzie put
MSU in front 2-1 as he notched
another at the 18:36 mark.
McKenzie's skate appeared to be
in the crease on the play, but
the goal was still counted after a
dispute with the officials
BG would counter the two
goals though in the second
period by scoring two
power-play goals themselves
to reclaim a 3-2 lead. The first
goal came off the stick of Ryan
Minnabarriet at 6:26 then the
other by Alex Foster at 1227.
Miller would then add the
Spartan's third power-play goal
with only 1:41 remaining in the
period to once again tie the
game up.
As third period began the
Falcons had been out-shot
26-20, but like in many games
before good play by Sigalet kept
them in it. liis best save of the
year may have come when
the Falcons killed off a 5-on-3
power-play in the second as he
dove from one side of the crease
to the other making an acrobatic
save in front.
"The first two periods we
had a lot of energy and were
playing pretty well," Pilkington
said. "That was pretty good
position to be in tied 3-3 going
into the third, but we just lost
control of the game a little bit
and just didn't get the bounces
to go our way."
Miller's second goal of the
game got the Spartans rolling
then the Falcons caught an
unlucky break late in the game
when Alex Foster got called for
boarding. A five minute call that
came with 320 left in the game
allowing the Spartans to have a
power-play for the remainder of
regulation.
BG had a tough time killing
off the penalty and finally with
just 1:27 left, Ethan Graham's
shot found the net off the skate
of Mike Nesdill bringing it to
5-3. MSU would add an empty
netter in the end as the Falcons
dropped their third road game
in a row.
"We got some breaks tonight,
but so did they," MSU head
coach Rick Coniley said. "Last
night, 1 think we played as well

Management Inc.

LOG ON TODAY TO:
> / View our 2005/2006 availability
(Heinzsite will have Free High
Speed Internet Access)
/ View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to
make your search easier

\y
for Money Saving
Promotions
\y Check
Or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800 • info@meccabg.com

Management Inc.

WWW.MECCABG.COM

as possible without winning
the game. Tonight, some pucks
bounced our way and went in
the net."
Comley's team had a good
game Friday night at the ice
arena, but they ran into a hot
Sigalet who stopped 33 of 34
shots in a 2-1 win for the Falcons.
The win kept BG a perfect 6-0 in
the second half of the season at
home.
John Mazzei got the scoring started just 24 seconds
in and James Unger got the
game-winner at 18:48 of the
second period.
The Spartans out-shot BG
34-26 for the game, but the
Falcons capitalized on the
chances the)' got despite being
out-played most of the second
and third periods.
BG will end their regular
season next weekend when
they take on Michigan in a key
CCHA home-and-home series
before starting the playoffs the
following weekend.
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Campus Events

Wright said his defense in the first
half helped provide the energy
needed after halftime.
"We fed off those two steals in
the second half," Wright said. "We
knew we were going to come out
.ind play hard."
Wright also scored seven points
in the second half, including a
key three-pointer which cut the
Miami lead to three with 5:10
remaining.
A big game for Wright couldn't
have come at a better time for the
Falcons. He had made just one
field goal in his last 16 attempts
dating back to the l^cons win
over Kent State on Feb. 12. He
shot 5-of-7 from the field against
the RedHawks.
Wright said the plays he made
In the first half helped him regain
his confidence.
"I went into halftime with a
chip on my shoulder," Wright
said. "I knew 1 was going to come
back and start playing good, so
that gave me a little boost."
Sunday was also the first time
in three games that the Falcons
got a double-digit scoring performance from someone other than
seniors, losh Almanson and John
Reimold. While Almanson nailed
the game winning shot and
finished with 16 points, Reimold
was limited to 12 points on
5-of-14 shooting and was
double teamed nearly every time
he touched the ball.
Dakich said without Wright
as the third scoring option, the
game would have ended with a
much different result.
"Steven, who had been really
not playing well at all and had a
bad couple games, I thought just
really stepped up and gave us a
chance," Dakich said. "Without
that there is no chance."

Spnng Break Specials! Panama City
& Daytona 7 Nights. 6 Free Parties
$159! Cartcun. Jamaica. Acapulco.
Nassau $499 Including Air! Bahamas Cruise $299' SpnngBreakTravel.com 1-800-678-6386

Summer Job & Internship Fair!
Wednesday. March 16th, noon-4.
Student Union Ballroom
Over 50 companies recruiting'
This is the last Overall before Dance
Marathon!!1! Wednesday. March 2nd
9:15PM in the Union Ballroom

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Sub & a Mug (pop) Special $6 00
Keep the mug .25 cent refills (pop)
(or the life of your mug Dine-in or
pick up only.

Travel

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5
Days $299' Includes Meals. Parties
With Celebrities As Seen On Real
World. Road Rules. Bachelor!
Award Winning Company'
SpnngBreakTravel com
1-80O-678-6386.

I

Personals

Cornhole Sets needed!
Need 8 sets - $25 per sel!
Contact Dave @ 419-575-2404 or
bazeleyObgnet bgsu edu
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
CO-REC BROOMBALL
MARCH 1

9:15pm TOMIGHT in the
multipurpose room of the union
Admission is FREE!

3

If you have any questions, feel free to email: 6M
croushrfbgnct.bgsu.edu
0H
for more information
"^

TIRED OF PLAYING THE WAITING GAME?

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Services Offered
Pregnant? Confidential, free & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center. 419-354-4673.

Wanted

Help Wanted
$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours ol your group's time PLUS
our free (yes. freel fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-2.000 in
earnings lor your group. Call TODAY for a $600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser (888)923-3238
or visit campusfundraiser.com

Male subteaser needed for Sterling
$299 plus utilities.
Call Nick 937(937)508-9396

Attention Cleveland Students
Be the star of our show! Work at
Tower City Amphitheater this Summer. TCA Job Fair Sat March 12th
at the Odeon Concert Club. 1295
Old River Road. Downtown Cleveland from 11am-4pm. Apply online
at www.belkinproductions.com
440-247-2722 lor more inlo. Hiring
PT Seasonal employees.
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS- Chitdren's sleep-away camp, NE PA
(6/18-8/14/05). II you love children 8
want a caring, fun environment we
need Directors & Instructors for:
Tennis, Swimming (W.S.I, preferred), Golf, Gymnastics, Cheerleading. Drama. High & Low Ropes.
Team Sports. Waterskung. Sailing,
Painting/Drawing. Ceramics. Silkscreen, Pnntmaking, Batik. Jewelry,
Calligraphy. Photography, Sculpture, Guitar. Aerobics. Self-Defense,
Video. Piano. Other staff. Administrative/ Driver (21 *), Nurses (RN's &
Nursing Students), Bookkeeper,
Mothers' Helper. On Campus Interviews March 24th Call 1-800-2793019 or apply on-line at
www.campwaynegirls.com
Innovative Stitching has FT & PT
openings. Duties include customer
service, sales, computer embroidery
layout & production Basic computer
skills are necessary, embroidery experience is not. We are located in
Petro Shopping Or. on I-75, 14
miles south of BG Call 866-2572860 between 1 -6 pm M-F to apply.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI SAVE
MONEY! Camp Cedar is coming to
the BGSU Summer Job Fair on
March 16th. Please stop by our table and check us out! 888-644-8080
or campcedarjObs@aol.com
SUMMER * FULL TME POMT10NS. BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT
YACHTING CLUB SEEKS
OUTGOING FRIENDLY TEAM PLAYERS
WILL TRAIN CANDIDATES AS:
SERVERS
HOST/HOSTESS
BARTENDERS (21 YRS OF AGE)
DOCK ATTENDANTS
LINE/PREP COOKS
HOUSEMEN/PORTERS
SNACK BAR ATTENDANTS
SAIL CAMP COUNSELORS
LIFEGUARDS (CERTIFIED)
INCENTIVE PROGRAM/FLEXIBLE
HRS. EXCELLENT PAYIII
MAIL RESUME OR CALL:
TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB DRIVE
ROCKY RIVER OH 44116
(440) 333-1310 EXT 240
Kennel help. Part-time, eves &
wkends If you love animals & like
work, call Rick at 419-893-7218.
SPORTS! FUNI OUTDOORS!
KIDS! MONEY! Maine camp needs
fun loving counselors to leach
Land/water sports Great summer!
Call (888) 844-8080. apply:
www.campcedar.com
Want people willing to learn & work
on wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school is out lor the
summer until the middle of Aug.
Work consists of operating equip, including floor buffers « floor sanding
machines. Also measuring, laying
out A painting game lines A art work
& applying gym floor finish. We will
thoroughly tram you in all phases of
the work. Job pays $8/ hr. You can
expect between 40-50 hrs./ wk
Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual & reliable & willing to
accept responsibility. Please contact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or lax
resume to 419-385-6483

311 Ridge St. 3 BDRM House
Available Fall, 2005, Girts Only.
No Pets. 352-5882

1 Minotaur's isle
2 Whiskey sour
ingredient
3 Like some gases
4 No more than
5 Enthusiastic greeting
6 Cut short
7 Ms, Nettteton
8 Formerly, formerly
9 Heat units
10 Shrink session
11 October Revolution
participant
12 Suitor
13 Field yield
18 Leopold's
co-defendant
22 Psychic letters
25 Goodness me!
27 Corded fabric
28 Back of a tape
29 Andean pack
30 Wealthy
31 Fifth Avenue retailer
32 Author Ayn
33 Actor Morales
34 Those shooting stars?

424 E. Wooster, 3 BDRM apt
Available 5/15/05 $8S0/month.
Utilities included. 352-5882.
854 8th St. 1 bdrm.$395 mo.
plus elec. & dep. Third floor.
419-392-3354.

For Sale

Avail. Aug 15, 2005. 3 bdrm. house
& 1,2 & 3 bdrm. apt. All close to
BGSU. 419-686-3305.

1988 Kawasaki Ninja, Excell. cond.,
new tires, only 7000 mi. $2000.
419-303-8384

BG Apts- 818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 * gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.

1996 Kawasaki Jet Ski's. 900 ZXI
plus trailer. Asking $4200.
419-303-8384
IPod 4 Sale. Original 5GB Mac ed.
Great condition- org. box & acces.
2 Cases Incl. $125. (419) 378-2003

ACROSS
FOR RENT - 3 bdrm. house lor
2005-06 school year, starting in
May. W/D, central air. 606 Clough.
$990 mo. & util. 419-654-9512.
Highland Management
The Highlands-1 bdrm. Laundry
lacilities in building. A/C, Quiet!
Starting at $395.

For Rent
(NEW) Buckeye Studios (NEW)
Student Housing Available lor 2005
Monthly. Semester & Year Long
Leases. Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities S 25" TV Call 419-352-1520.
"'No Unrelated Tenant Rule Here
Lg. house A apts renting now. 926,
Max 8 stud allow 916 3rd St 8 303
Merry Max 8 stud. 309 Merry
includ.all util Max 6 stud 146 S.
College A 315 Merry up & dn Max 5
♦ 729 4th St. 4 bdrm. A/C. Lisling
avail. 24/7 316 E. Merry *3 or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
"1 or 2 bdrm. apts. & houses avail.
05-06 school, yr. Plus rooms 8 eftic.
as low as $265/ mo. inclu. util. Everything 2 Wks. from campus. Call
353-0325 9am-9pm.
1 furn. bdrm. in Sterling Apts. Avail.
May and/or Aug. Close to pool.
$326/ mo. 440-396-6099
1 large room with private bath
Available now.
Call 352-5822
? bdrm unlurn located upsta rs o'
downtown.building near corner ot
Main St & W Wooster St. Avail.immed 8 May 15, 2005 lor 2005-2006
school year Nice condition.Recently
remodeled. $550/month
419-354-1612 Ext. 301 Randy
419-354-1612 Ext. 351 Tom
2 bdrm in quiet BG area. Storage
shed. $625/ mo plus util No pets.
Avail. 4/15/05. 419-353-1556
2005-2006 - 800 3rd St., 616 2nd
St.. 133 1/2 N. Church. 1,28 efficiency bedroom apts Parking, no
pets. 135 N. Church. 3 bdrm. house
Call 354-9740 lor pnces.
3 bdrm unturn -located upstairs ol
downtown building-near corner ol
Main 8 W Wooster St Avail. May
15. 2005 for 2005-2006 school yr.
Nice condition, recently remodeled.
$825.00/month.
419-354-1612 Ext 301 Randy
419-354-1612 Ext 351 Tom

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
lacilities in building, A/C. Gas
heat.
Starting at $520.
130 E.Washington St
419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org
House available immediately.
1 block from campus.
Call 419-787-7577
House for rent. 312 N. Enterprise.
12 mo. lease. W/D, central air, 1 1/2
baths. 2 car garage. $1200 mo. plus
dep 419-836-7674 or 419-360-6060

1
6
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
26
27
32
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Scale
Vote in
'Fawlty Towers" network
"Chicago" star Zellwegef
Singer Jones
Opposite of 'neath
Ireland
Thai language
Matador
Stockpiles
Tolkien's tree
Skirl's edge
Impulsive
Dorothy Gale's footwear
Secure again, as a tent
Aviator Post
Itinerary word
Urgent acronym
Fizzy drinks
One from the sticks
Day break?
Muslim female quarters

Urge 3 bdrm. house. W/D, DW. AC.
enclosed patio w/ deck, beautifully
landscaped yard, large garage, no
pels, next to campus. 215 E. Evers
St.. $1200 rent 351-3639.

Prolessor/owner will share (urn.
house w/ other professors or grad
students. Multi-bedroom, fireplaces,
in wooded area, cats. Se habla espanol. $255/mo. incl. all util., must
have own trans. Avail, immed. Call
419-352-5523 & leave message.
Move In Now • ONE MONTH FREE
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village. 352-6335.

I'l

WMKI

Complete an application at the park office at
129! ConneautAve. Bowling Green. OH 43402
Monday - Friday from 8am-5pm
Applications accepted until positions filled
The City ol Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer. AA

With Garlic Bread and Caesar Salad.
• From 4 pm ui.nl 9 pm •

Smoking 8 Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms
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Something lor Everyone
Undergrads -704 5th St
9 or 12 mo. lease. 2 bdrm. furn.
shutttle stop
Seniors A Grads -710 7th St
1 yr.lease, 2 bdrm. unturn. heat pd
Grad Students - 601 3rd SI
1 bdrm. furn.
Ouiet building

Very large, clean 1 bdrm. apt. avail,
now 1 yr. lease req. No pets. 251 S.
Prospect Off street pkg. avail. $450
mo. Includes utilities. 419-654-5716.
Very nice 4 bedroom house.
One year lease. $1300 mo.
Available 8/1/05.419-353-1556.
Very nice large. 4 bedroom. Close
to campus. W/D, dishwasher, gas &
air, patio, garage. 419-353-2382.

GREAT JOB

Home City ice
Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

~16 2~
Bedroom

Bedroom

Apartments

Townhouses

• Carports
• 1 BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities
• IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

Carports
Washer & Dryer
Hookups
2 Baths
Full Basement
Can have up to
6 People

Checkout our website at:
WWW.UECCABG.COM or

CALL 353-5800 Today!

Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

$7.00 - $12.10+ Per Mir
www.homecityice.com
Call
1-800 899 8070

HEALTH/
Sponsored by; Student Health Service, Wellness Connection, and
the Counseling Center

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

710 ELM STREET 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740 per month, Deposit $740 Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August
5, 2006.
714 ElgHTH. ffA 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars. $680 per month. Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
134MANVILLE 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Tenants have use of the garage for storage only. $820 per
month. Deposit $820. Tenants pay utilities. Lease datesMay 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006.

F

VISIT: HTTP://WWW.BGSU.EDU/OFFICES/SA/

HOUSES AVAILABLE
629 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$880 per month, Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities.
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.

$er00
HERE'S How:

419 )5) 2277
In Downtown Bowling Green

•3
•«

THE SflGUflRO CHCTUS. F0UFID in
THE SOUTHWESTERD UIWED STATES
D0ESI17 GROW BRHnCHES UI1TIL IT
IS 75 VERRS OLD.

For Rent

National Eating
Disorders Awareness

M 0»i!P

54
56
59

Wa

Parks and Recreation Department
■ NOW HIRING •
Seasonal Maintenance Staff
Starting wage $8.00 hour

49
50
51
52
53

California port
Towel ID
Lively nightclub
Head gtove?
French pronoun
Corn bin
Michael of "Pole to
Pole"
On one's toes
Grant's follower
Alum
Mineral vein
"The Lion King"
lioness
"_ Tu" (1974 hit)
Bubble maker
D-Day transport

ANSWERS

8

or call 419.35Z.35e8

OPPORTUNITIES!
City of Bowling Green

38
39
41
42
44
45
48

DACOR

419-352-3445
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm. downtown
$550 month
Call 419-354-1612.

Northern India monotheists
Arizona team
Part of AARP
Lanka
Exclamation of contempt
Greaseproof paper
Chevy model
Peri on "Frasier"
"Carmen Jones" co-star
Shaping tool
Gawks at
Steeple top
Roman gods
Browned bread
Superman's adoptive parents

IHTLR n JET „<„£„" VKE5
.. www 11.11 or.liei

Houses and Apts
1-3 person -12 month leases
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 ManWIe Ave. Otlice
or www.bgapartments.com
Houses tor Rent starting May 05
604 5th St - 3 BR $930 t util
843 3rd St • Brand New 3 BR
$900 ♦ util
905 Mourning Dove • 3 BR
2 car garage - $1020 ♦ util
Houses have 2 baths, laundry,
dishwasher 8 central AC.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
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National Eating Disorders Screening
Program
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Apis & Houses 2005-06
wwwliterentals.com
Call 419-353-8206 for appointment

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! $300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
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For Rent
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723 SIXTH 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Tenants DO
NOT have use of the garage $560 per month. Deposit
$560. Tenants pay utilities Lease dates-May 14, 2005
- May 6, 2006.
We have many other apartments available.
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco'Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewlovercalestate.com
I

